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PREFACE
The transistor, so recently invented, came into being
with many applications particularly suited to it. Thus,
it has been deprived of the long developmental period afford-
ed the vacuum tube, which grew along with the advance of the
radio art to become the versatile heart of so many of the
complex electronic devices in use today.
The demands of industry require that this new device be
put to work immediately - before the technology of fabri-
cating it is fully developed and before its functioning is
fully understood. As a result, much of the engineering in
this field is approached from an empirical point of view
with only general guidance from a rather complex and incom-
plete theory of operation.
While much progress is being made, it appears that the
day when transistor circuitry will have achieved the hand-
book stage now enjoyed by the vacuum tube is still rather
far in the future.
Most of the developmental work discussed in Chapter V
was accomplished while working with the Lenkurt Electric
Company, San Carlos, California under the industrial tour
program of the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School.
The assistance and suggestions of Mr. B. R. Stack,
Project Engineer of that company, were indispensable in




The patience and guidance of Professor G. R. Giet,
Chairman, Electronics Department, U. S. Naval Postgraduate
School, were a major contribution to this paper and the
writer wishes to extend his most grateful thanks.
Thanks are also due the Lenkurt Electric Company for
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The engineer confronted with the necessity of design-
ing an oscillator employing a transistor in lieu of a
vacuum tube has at his disposal a rather large, and con-
stantly growing, body of literature. However, much, if not
most, of this literature is found to bear upon cases of
very limited application. The writer was able to find but
a single case where an oscillator had been designed for
quantity production ^"~1_7 and this was made possible by
special arranrements with the transistor manufacturer who
carefully selected and color coded transistors suitable for
the specific circuit.
On the other hand, information is available which pre-
sents a general analysis of transistor oscillators. Here,
the variations of the parameters from transistor to tran-
sistor or for a given transistor in a changing environment
are usually assumed nonexistent.
Between the special case of limited usefulness and tne
general analytic solution lies the area of greatest inter-
est from an engineering point of view. It is this area
which must be developed if the transistor is to achieve the
promise which has been so widely claimed for it.
2, Summary.
This paper will deal almost entirely with this middle

ground. Several of the more promising circuits will be
presented with a discussion of their more important advan-
tages and disadvantages. Where appropriate, comparisons
will be drawn with vacuum tube circuits to point up short-
comings or strong points of the transistor. In adiition,
the detailed steps in the design and development of a prac-
tical oscillator for quantity production will be presented
to illustrate one apnroach to the problem. The results of
performance tests will be compared with the design speci-




BASIC TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS
1. General
«
Considered from the broad point of view, the same two
groups of oscillators available in vacuum-tube circuits
are also possible in conjunction with transistors: nega-
tive-resistance oscillators and feedback oscillators.
These descriptive titles maintain the same meanings in
transistor work that is associated with them in tube cir-
cuits. The negative-resistance oscillator is a two-ter-
minal network in which the energy dissipated in lossy ele-
ments is balanced by energy introduced by the negative-
resistance elements. The feedback oscillator consists of
an amplifier with a Rain greater than unity in which suf-
ficient energy to overcome the circuit losses is fed back
in the proper phase fro:n the output to the input terminals,
2. Negative-resistance Oscillators.
With transistors having an alpha greater than unity,
«
it is possible to make the real part of the impedance look-
ing into either the output or Input of any of the three
standard configurations appea~ negative ^/"~2_7. By "three
standard configurations" is meant the conLuou-base, common-
emitter and common-collector circuits. The requirement
that alpha exceed unity precludes the use of junction tran-

sistors as negative-resistance oscillators. Hence it
should be understood that the discussion of negative-resis-
tance oscillators which follows applies only to the point-
contact device.
Liben
,/_ 2_J shows that for the common-base circuit a3
shown in Figure 1 the input resistance, r^, or the output
resistance, rQ , will become negative and spontaneous oscil-
lations result when the inequality
is satisfied. Whether r^ or r becomes negative depends
upon the relative values of Rg and RL . Refer to Appendix
II for the derivation of inequality (1).
Letting Zfc take the form of a parallel resonant circuit
as in Figure 2,
t =
The magnitude of Zt will be large when U> - ^~E and
small for other values of LO . Thus, inequality (1) is
satisfied and oscillations will result at tine resonant
frequency of Z^..
For the common-emitter circuit, oscillations occur when






















As shown in Figure 3, RL , the parallel combination of
Z and RLC, becomes small at the resonant frequency of the
series RLC circuit and oscillations will occur. Z is mere-
ly a high a-c. impedance to provide a means of applying
d-c. bias to the collector
If desired, the series RLC circuit may be replaced by
a suitable quartz crystal for crystal-con trolled frequency
stability.
Solving inequality (2) for rQ yields
Since r
e
is positive, 7%^ > ?£ t /?l» must exist for
(3) to be satisfied. These conditions lead to the common-
emitter circuit shown in Figure 4. For oscillations to
occur, the impedance of the parallel circuit in the emitter
branch added to r
e
must be smaller than the right-hand mem-
ber of (3).
«
Inequality (2) may also be solved for R_, giving
This condition may be achieved by replacing R_ by a
parallel resonant circuit which will present a large resis-
tance at its resonant frequency. This circuit is illustrat-
ed in Figure 5.



















Inequality (5) leads to the circuit of Figure 6 and
(6) may be represented as in Figure 7.
The circuits shown do not represent all possible con-
figurations of negative-resistance oscillators. Other cir-
cuits are readily obtained by choosing circuit parameters





As stated earlier, this type of oscillator consists
essentially of an amplifier. As such, any of the three
standard configurations a> r ain may be employed. There is no
restriction imposed in this case that the transistor be a
point-contact device. However, since the current gain
should exceed unity, if the grounded-base configuration is
used a transformer will be required when junction transis-
tors are employed since they have an alpha less than one.
The block diagram of the transis tor feedback oscillator
is identical with its vacuum-tube counterpart, as may be
seen from Figure 8. However, it is generally more conven-




























In connection with transistors. This is true because in
some cases current is a rnulti -valued function of voltage
while voltage is single-valued with respect to current.
Thi3 is the dual of the situation occurring- in the vacuum
tube tetrode plate characteristics where a negative resis-
tance is exhibited. Consequently, feedback will be con-
sidered In terms of current.
The circuit frequently employed in introducing vacuum-
tube feedback oscillators is shown In Figure 9. A circuit
which will se^ve a similar purpose in transistor work is
that of Figure 10. While it is not intended that a detailed
and general analysis of this circuit be presented, the liter-
ature is singularly devoid of any discussion of the means by
which the amplitude stability is achieved in transistor
oscillators and perhaps a brief discussion of this facet Is
justified. For this, the circuit of Figure 10 will serve
our purpose.
The coefficient of coupling of the transformer in the
circuit is sufficiently near unity that this may be gssuraed
to a very close approximation. The current induced In the
base-emitter circuit is then -N times the collector current,
where N is the ratio of collector winding turns to the base-
emitter winding turns, or
Ab = -Afc'c (7>
the negative sign arising from the phase reversal required
12

to compensate for the phase reversal experienced by the
current through the common-enHter configuration.
The current gr>in for this circuit is
or
x6 = -AcO^l (9;




The frequency of oscillation is largely determined by
the series resonant frequency of the base-emitter circuit.
As in the case of the vacuum-tube oscillator, a non-
linearity is responsible for the stable operation of the
transistor oscillator. This will require a departure from
small-signal theory and point up the reason that these
oscillators are inherently incapable of producing a pure
sinewave output, free of harmonics.
By drawing a load line on the I c-V c characteristics
for the common-emitter configuration, it is possible to con-
struct a characteristic curve such as that shown in Figure
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in Appendix III. The lond used In this illustration is
6000 ohms. '^or comparison, the transfer characteristics
of a 6SJ7 with recommended biasint: is shown in Figure 11.
The slope of the vacuum-tube transfer characteristic
has the dimension of comductance and is the generally rec<
nized transconductance, gm . In the case of the translator,
the slope of the curve has the dimension of resistance and
is the equivalent base-collector transfer resistance. Here
one must be careful to delineate cleanly between the emit-
ter-collector transresis tance, rm , and the resistance just
described.
The a-c. collector voltage
irc = Uc^eff 00









The characteristic shown was obtain from a 6000-ohm
load line through the operating point V c = 15 volts and
1^ 190 micro ampere s, from the comiion-emi t ter output char-
acteristics of a TI-200 transistor.
This transistor has an alpha varying from 0.90 to 0.95,
Assuming an averare value of '0.925 and substituting in (13)
gives a slope of 74,000 ohms. On the transfer character-
istic, swinging 100 microamperes either side of the oper-
ating point gives a slope of 77,500 ohms which is reason-
able agreement.
^or the vacuum-tube oscillator shown in Figure 9, it will
be recalled that the amplitude of the grid voltage swing
continues to grow until a value of g^, an average gm , is
reached that just sustains oscillations.
Similarly, the excursions of i^ in the transistor cir-
cuit increase until an average value of the transfer resis-
tance is reached that exactly maintains oscillations.
The mechanism by which the amplitude of the vacuum-tube
oscillator output is stabilized is well known and will not
be discussed further. A few words may be in orde~ regard-
ing the transistor circuit, however.
The slope of the transistor transfer characteristic
shown is much more nearly constant in its center range than















much more promouncel. The reasons for this become evident
when the la^re-si^nal equivalent circuit is observed. In
Figure 13, the equivalent circuit is siiown for* the large-
signal operation of an KPN transistor. The base-emitter
diode is biased in the forward direction such that it is
effectively a low resistance quiescently. The base-collec-
tor diode, however, is biased in the reverse direction and
is a high impedance quiescently.
With large alternating components o° current throurh
these diodes, it is possible "°or either or both of them to
have the current in them reduce to zero and reverse direc-
tions. This results in the abrupt nonlinearities in the
transfer characteristic.
Sup: ose that the collector circuit were to induce into
the bsse circuit a current sufficiently large 30 that, on
its negative swing, it tended to reverse the direction of
i^ from that shown in Figure 13. The base-emitter diode
would then appear as a high impedance (the backward imped-
ance of the diode) p.nd essentially no current would flow.
At this point, the transistor ceases to behave as such and
the current flow in the collector circuit is reduced to I co
with the result that Vc rises to and remains at a voltage
equal to Vcc - I Co^L» where Rl is the effective resistance
In the collector circuit. This condition will persist until
the Zener breakdown is reached in the base-emitter diode or
17

until the diode returns to forward conduction.
At the opposite end of the transfer characteristic, the
base-collector diode brings about the nonlinearity. This
occurs when the current swinr In this diode is of such a
magnitude to cause the diode to conduct in it3 forward dir-
ection. In this condition, it bocone3 a low resistance and
the collector drops to a small negative potential due to the
drop across the base-collector diode. This small negative
potential remains nearly constant for relatively large swings
in i b .
These two nonlinearities may both exist, on opposite
half-cycles, if the operating point is chosen near the cen-
ter of the linear portion of the transfer characteristic,
'The excursions of i^ beyond the linear portion of the
transfer characteristic cause the average transfer resis-
tance to be reduced just as g^ was reduced in the case of
the vacuum tube.
A value of this average transfer resistance will event-
ually be reached which will result in stable operation. As
in the case of the vacuum tube, the slope of the character-
istic in the vicinity of the operating point must be suffic-
iently steep to produce growing oscillations if the oscil-
lator is to be self-starting.
The fact that the nonlinearities in the curve are rather
abrupt leads to hard clipping. It is evident that this re-
19

suits in con3id<","V)le harmonic content being present in the
output of the circuit.
Two other feedback oscillator circuits are suown in F
ures 14 and 15.
Figure 14 represents a common-base circuit employing a
point-contact transistor. Shea £~?>J shows that the feed-
back current ratio is approximately equal to 1/a. Since a
is approximately equal to alpha, the current feedback ratio
exceeds unity for an alpha less than one, as in the junction
transistor. Hence the necessity for a point-contact device
in this circuit. He further shows the conditions for oscil-
lation are
and
L(CtCz )U) = T777r7\ U^J
with (15) defining the frequency of oscillation. This cir-
cuit bears a strong resemblance to the Colpitts circuit with
L bridging Ci and C2»
The circuit of Figure 15 requires a feedback ratio of
at least 1/b where b is the common-emitter current ampli-
fication factor. Since b exceeds unity for both junction
and point-contact transistors, either may be used here.
It is readily shown that the conditions for oscillation












L 3 - L'(7^-) (lb)
and
*_W " C(L, + L2 ) (17)
where (17) indicates the frequency of oscillation. This
circuit resembles the Hartley circuit somewhat, with C
bridging L^ and Lg.
While relatively few feedback oscillator circuits have
been illustrated, it will be observed in later chapters that
these simple circuits embody the principles of what appeur
to be more complex circuits. As in vacuum- tube oscillators,
there are many specific transistor- oscillator circuits, but






In this chapter, some typical transistor oscillator cir-
cuits of a practical nature will be discussed. These have
been taken from the literature and are presented to give an
indication of the present state of the art.
Circuits utilizing both point-contact and junction
transistors are shown. Also, both negative-resistance and
feedback types will be discussed.
2. Typical Circuits.
The circuit shown in Figure 16 is a 50 megacycle oscil-
lator
^f"4_7 employing an RCA 2N33 point-contact transistor
in a nerative-resistance circuit. The configuration is of
the common-base variety shown in Figure 2. The power to be
expected from a circuit of this type is of the order- of one
milliwatt, with this transistor. The transistor is shunt
fed through the 1.0 mh choke, with the proper bias being
developed across the 1.0-K and 5.1-K resistors. The very
small, 1.0 uuf, capacitor in the emitter circuit is required
for phase correction at this relatively high frequency.
This phase correction problem will be discussed in Chapter
IVo
A circuit of the Clapp type is shown in Figure 17. This










































to be an NPN. This is essentially the circuit of Pi .*ure 4.
However, in t lis case the transistor is biased with a ain
battery suprly. A Texas Instrument Co. TI-200 functions
well in the configuration, as does trie Raytheon CK722 pro-
vided the polarity of the bias supply is reversed, since the
CK-722 is a PNP transistor. This circuit functions well up
to several megacycles with the transistors mentioned, the
upper frequency limit being a function of the alpha cut-off
frequency.
An interesting variation of this circuit is 3hown in
Figure 18, with a crystal replacing L^ and C3. In both of
these circuits, the four resistors provide for the proper
biasing of the circuits, C4 being a by-pass capacitor. The
frequency is determined by C^, C2» C3 and L^ exactly as in
the tube version of the Clapp circuit. Biased with a 30-
volt 3up;ly and about 1.0 rnillianpere emitter current, a
voltage coefi?icient of frequency of 12 cycles per megacycle
per volt is possible with the circuit of Figure 17.
Figure 19 employs a Bell Telephone Laboratories M-1729
point-contact transistor in' another crystal oscillator
C&J* This particular oscillator was designed to supply
carrier power at a frequency of 184 kilocycles in a carrier
telephone system. This is a feedback oscillator which
takes advantage of the fact that the common-base configur-
ation has the a-c. collector current in phase with the












mode. A series resonant circuit could be employed in lieu
of the crystal to produce similar results. The 130- and 48-
volt supplies are standard in the carrier equipment with
which the oscillator was to be employed. Resistor R-j is
adjusted for the proper value of emitter current.
The circuit of Figure 20 represents a low-power freq-
uency standard /"~7 7» It employs a Germanium Products Corp.
RD-2517-A NPN grown- junction transistor. The crystal is a
hi^h-precision, OT-cut quartz unit. Power is supplied by a
long-life, 1.30-volt mercury cell. The current drain is
100 microamperes. A potential of 0.8 volts is developed
across the tank civcuit. This is much too great to place
across thi3 crystal unit and the 40 uuf and 0.01 uf capac-
itors act as a potential divider to reduce this potential
to a satisfactory level. The voltage across the crystal is
coupled to the output terminal through a 100 uuf capacitor.
A voltage coefficient of frequency of 0.01 cycle per mega-
cycle per 0.10 volt is achieved with this circuit. In add-
ition, 0.01 cycle per megacycle per degree centigrade tem-
perature variation was noted. As compared with VVWV, short-
time frequency variations of plus or minus 3 parts in 10"*"
a
and long-time drift of 3 parts in 10 per 24 hours were ob-
served.
Figure 21 shows the radio-frequency circuits of a com-
pletely transistorized, portable receiver for the standard




































in which the current thr L2 induces u current in the
tuned circuit containing L^ . The potential developed across
this tuned circuit is large compared with the input signal
level and a portion of it is coupled to the emitter. On
negative swims, this oscillator voltage is sufficient to
cause the "bias point" of the emitter-base diode to shift
to the extent that it is reverse biased, thus introducing
the nonlinearity required for mixing. The usual modulation
products exist in the output in addition to the radio-freq-
uency signal and the oscillator frequency. The tappi
down on the coil is seen to keep the impedance shunting the
tank circuit rather high. This is necessary in that a hi
Q circuit is required in order that the tuning be suffic-
iently sharp to prevent oscillation at the signal frequency,
which is also coupled back from Lg to L^. The intermediate-
frequency transformer performs its usual function as a band-
pass filter and rejects all but the intermediate frequency,.
The intermediate-frequency amplifier provides 34 db power
gain.
The os cilia tor of Figure 22, which is a complete freq-
uency-modulated transrrr tter £~Q_J, utilizes a PNP junction
transistor. The oscillator frequency is determined by L^
and Ci» The feedback is via a series resonant circuit con-
sisting of L 3 and C30 L2 and C2 are tuned to the ninth har-
»
monic of the oscillator frequency and provides an output at
the frequency of 10.45 megacycles. A deviation equal to one









ing the collector volta-e by one volt. This variation in
collector potential is accomplished by the microphone which
is in series with the supply source. The resistor R^ is
utilized for fine carrier ad jib tment. Amplitude modulation
is produced in this circuit as a by-product but for the pur-
pose for which the transmitter was intended, the A-M. is not
considered objectionable. The transmitter was designed to
be received by the intermediate-frequency amplifier of a
conventional frequency-modulation receiver. By substituting
a crystal in place of L3, the F-M. may be eliminated and
only A-M. produced.
3. Summary.
While it is obvious that all oscillator applications
have not been discussed, it is felt that a sufficiently
larr;e cross-section has been presented to illustrate the
manner in which the basic circuits illustrated in Chapter





TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1. General.
In approaching the desirn problem, the erniineer will
have specified for him certain performance requirements.
These va"y dependinr upon the purpose for which the oscil-
lator is being designed. While it is not practicable to
consider here all of the ramifications of the various re-
quirements that might be imposed, there are sor.ie general-
ities that can be drawn. Sore of these generalities will
be discussed in this chapter. The application of certain
of these will be illustrated in Chapter V.
2. Frequency Range.
Transistors, like vacuum tubes, have an upper bound to
the range of frequencies over which they will operate sat-
isfactorily. In Renewal, this upper frequency is much low-
er for transistors than for vacuum tubes. This upper limit
varies rather widely from transistor to transistor. Not
only is the variation rather great between the point-conact
and the junction devices and between germanium and silicon
units, but it varies over a wide range between units of a
given type by a given manufacturer. Thus, when the freq-
uency range has been specified, serious consideration must
be given to the type of transistor that is to be used.
Further, it may be necessary for the designer to specify
34

characteristics of i of transistor which must
fall within certain tolerances in order to assure the de-
sired performance.
One criterion by which transistors may be compared as
to frequency limitations is the alpha cut-off frequency.
The alpha cut-off frequency is defined as the frequency at
which the magnitude of alpha is reduced by o db from its
low frequency value.
In general, point-contact transistors are useful to
higher frequencies than are the junction typos. The alpha
cut-off frequency of the point-contac t device may be rated
os high as 50 megacycles against one or two megacycles for
the usual rermanium junction unit. The use of silicon in
the junction transistor results in a so .ewhat increased
upper limit, but this is still below what may be achieved
with point-contact transistors. Very recently, Raytheon
has announced the development of their CK-760, CK-761 and
CK-762 for operation at 5, 10 and 20 megacycles. These are
junction transistors.
To illustrate the deviation in alpha cut-off frequency
within a group of transistors of a single type by a given
manufacturer, the measurement of this parameter of 50 NPN,
i
grown junction, germanium units revealed a spread from 160
kilocycles to 2.51 megacycles with most of the units lying
between 600 kilocycles and 1.0 megacycle. The manufacturer
listed the "average" as being 900 kiJ.ocycles
35

A criterion ful in the cc.
-emitter co:
figuration is the b cut-off frequency, which is defined as
the frequency at which the magnitude of b is reduced by 3
db from its low frequency value. To a good approximation,
FVom thi3 equation, it is apparent that for transistors
with alpha near unity, the b cut-off frequency may be very
low.
The foregoing paragraphs indicate that the frequency
may dictate the type transistor to be employed and further
that it may even influence the configuration of the circuit.
Fortunately, transistor oscillators will function with good
results up to three or four ti"-.es the alpha or b cut-off
frequency in the appropriate configuration. Exactly how
high above these frequencies satisfactory operation may be
obtained depends to a fairly large extent upon how heavily
the oscillator is loaded. Demanding greater power from tne
circuit will reduce its upper frequency limit.
At the upper limit of the frequency range, the phase
shifts through the transistor itself, due primarily to alpha
and the collector impedance becoming complex, become so great
that oscillations are no longer sustained. Phase-correction
networks or elements may sometimes be employed to improve
the high frequency performance and raise the upper limit.














are employed to Improve the operation of the negat-
ive-resistance oscillator from figure 2. Optimum values
exist for C and C /~2 7.
e c *- —
'
3. Frequency Stability.
Transistor oscillators are subject to frequency vari-
ations from all of the sources encountered in tube circuits.
However, the variations are considerably greater in the
transistor circuit for a /riven condition. Germanium tran-
sistors are extremely temperature sensitive with the sili-
con device being somewhat more stable. In addition, vari-
ations in the biasinr source will result in fairly large
frequency deviations. In fact, one method of achieving
frequency modulation consists of varying the collector or
emitter bias.
Crys tnl-controlled operation improves the stability as
it does with vacuum-tube circuits and with the crystal in
a suitable oven, trnnsistor crystal oscillators may be made
to approach the stability of their vacuum-tube counterpart.
Several crystal-controlled oscillators were shown in Chap-
ter III and they will be further discussed in Chapter V.
In addition to using a crystal, the stability of the
oscillator may be improved greatly by the use of a properly
designed blasin; network. This netv/ork serves to minimize
the effects of variations in the collector saturation cur-
rent of the transistor. This saturation current is a func-
tion of temperature and the collector potential and vari-
38

ations in it produce frequency variations. Trie two metnods
found nost satisfactory in arriving at a proper network for
this purpose will be covered in detail in the next cnapter.
Llewellyn ^~~9J did considerable work on this problem
as it pertained to vacuum-tube oscillators of the Hartley
and Colpitts types. Liben C'2-J extends this work to tran-
sistor oscillators in the frequency range vhere the tran-
sistor parameters may be considered real quantities.
Using the equivalent circuit of Figure 24, it may be
shown that the frequency will be independent of variations
in bias currents or of changes in a resistive load connect-
ed in series with Z\ or Zg provided only that




+ re +r£- r^)(y3 +-Xm)
(19)
where jXm is the mutual impedance between X3 and X4.
With X3 and X4 properly adjusted, this condition is met
and oscillations at a frequency independent of the bias cur-
rent and load result.
4. Output Level,
Transistors, as vacuum tubes, dissipate power internally,
This dissipation manifests itself as increased junction tem-
perature. Since we know that temperature affects the tran-
sistor deleteriously, it is clear that so;;ie maximum value of
dissipation exists which nrtist not be exceeded.








It follows that a fiven unit is capable of delivering only
so much power. This power level will be a function of the
ambient temperature, the circuit efficiency, the biasing
point and the type transistor employed in the circuit.
Transistors capable of delivering several watts of power
have been fabricated employing heat sinks or by circulating
some coolant, air or a liquid. However, the more common
transistor types are rated at only a fraction of a watt,
usually in the neighborhood of 25 to 75 milliwatts for ger-
manium units, and around 200 milliwatts for silicon.
These factors must be considered In selecting the tran-
sistor* for the specific circuit under consideration.
The atability of the output level with variations in
bias surnly may be enhanced by a suitable bias stabilizing
network and the proper choice of biasinp; point. The sol-
ution to the problem is discussed rather fully in Chapter V.
Another approach to level stability, in the case v::\ere the
output power level is not required to be near the maximum
capability of the selected transistor, is the use of a therm-
istor across the output. As the output level tends to in-
crease, the thermistor will exhibit a decreased resistance,
loading the os cilia tor further and tending to reduce the out-
put level. With decre°sin" output levels, the thermistor
appears as an increased resistance, reducing the loading.
This action represents a stabilizing influence and can be
made to produce excellent -results. It must be borne in mind
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that the thermistor dissipates s : leant power and that
this power must be furnished bv the transistor without over-
loading. Caution must be exercized in t ie of the therm-
istor in an^ environment in which temperature variations i
be encountered since it is extremelv sensitive in this re-
gard.
In many circuit configurations, the replacement of the
transistor will result in rather large changes in the output
level. When this occurs, it is required that so; e me^ns of
varying the feedback be available if the circuit is not to
be redesigned for each transistor. If some latitude in the
level is permissible, it is possible that the specification
of transistor parameters within given tolerances may permit
interchanging transistors without any circuit changes. How-
eve^, the selection of transistors with parameters falling
within close tolerances is an expensive process since the
tolerances set by a manufacturer are rather broad within a
;
T iven type. This cost may be reduced if sufficient statis-
tical data is available to permit the engineer to select the
characteristics such that they include the maximum number of
units. At the present state of the fabricating technology,
however, this statistical data is lim'ted and frequently rep-
resents the measurements of a relatively small number of
transistors, and even these may be invalidated by some




In the preceding article, the output level was assumed
to be the level of the power delivered to the load, imply-
ing a power oscillator. This is not necessarily the case
and the discussion is valid however small the power deliv-
ered. Howeve-, assuming the oscillator to De driving a
transistor amplifier or modulator or other power consumlr.
device, it is necessary that its output impedance be match-
ed for the maximum rowor output. This raises again the lack
of uniformity amonrr transistors of a giventvpe, and the
effects of temperature. The collector resistance of the
germanium transistors falls rather sharply with moderate in-
creases in temperature, the silicon devices being sou.ewhat
more stable until much higher temperatures are reached.
Since the output impedance is a function of the feedback
ratio, in most cases it will be satisfactory to adjust the
feedback to provide the required output level, accepting the
attendant loss due to mismatch. However, it is possible
that the output impedance of the oscillator may be a rather
critical factor. ^or example, consider the case where a
transistor amplifier is being driven by the oscillator. Any
change in impedance seen by the amplifier input circuit will
result in variations in the output impedance of the ampli-
fier causing a further mismatch to occur at this point.
When this output level must be fixed, an unacceptable sit-
uation may be encountered; not because the oscillator is
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developing insufficient power but rather because of the loss
of power due to the mismatch reflected ac^osj the amplifier.
Again the solution lies in the proper selection of transis-
tors for replacements and the desim of the proper biasin
network to stabilize for temperature variations. It should
be noted that this situation may arise whether or not the
oscillator output impedance is matched. In very critical
circuits, it may be necessary to provide some degree of iso-
lation between the two circuits if interchangeability of
transistors is to be achieved without a great deal of cir-
cuit readjustment.
6 • No i s e .
Noise in transistors is of two types. One is similar to
the familiar Johnson noise ano the other a rather erratic
noise ^~"10_7» As in the case of vacuum-tube circuits, the
transistor circuit may be represented by a passive network
with appropriate generators included. If the noise is to
be taken into account, two noise venerators must be included.
The two noise sources a^e not entirely incoherent.
Noise in the transistor depends upon frequency, collect-
or voltage, emitter current anot the value of resistance seen
by the input circuit of the transistor £~ll_7. This noise
is found to fall off at about three db per octave with in-
creasing frequency. More precisely, it is proportional to
frequency raised to the -1.1 power. It increases with an
increase in either collector voltage or emitter current.
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There Is an optimum value of the resistance seen by the
transistor input circuit. Thi 3 value of resistance is not
the value which will give the greatest rain in an amplifier
circuit. The noise figures for the three standard config-
urations vary slirhtlv with the optimum resistance ir, the
input circuit. However, this variation is generally masked
by the differences which arise from the necessity of using
different resistance values to provide an acceptable pain
in the different conspirations . Using values of resis-
tance in the input circuit that are 0.1 er 10.0 times the
optimum value increases the noise figure by about five db.
Noise figures in transistors are generally taken at one
kilocycle and with the biasing listed under "Typical Oper-
ating Characteristics" on the data sheets. Point-contact
transistors appear to be the least desireable from the stand-
point of noise with noise figures in the neighborhood of 50
to 70 db. Junction transistors are considerably better with
noise figures of about 20 or 30 db. Shockley {^-^J states
that the^e appears to be no physical principle wViich will
prevent lowering the noise greotly in transistors. As evi-
dence of the validity of this statement, Raytheon has devel-
oped a low noise PI^P junction device with a noise figure of
12 db.
The specification of a low noise figure, tnen, may cause
the designer to avoid the use of point-contact transistors
in critical circuits, as for example In the first stages of
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of a superheterodyne receiver.
7. Miscellaneous Considerations.
While the interchan eability problem has been discus-
sed from several aspects, little has been mentioned com-
paring the point-contact and the junction or germanium and
silicon devices. Experience Indicates that for the purpose
discussed here, junction transistors are so. ewhat more uni-
form than the point-contact. Also, the uniformity between
silicon units seems to be better than for germanium.
Cost-wise, the germanium transistor is still consider-
ably les3 expensive than is the silicon. Also, the junction




DESIGN OF A TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR
1. General.
In this chapter, an oscillator will be designed to ful-
fill a specific requirement. The circuit selected, the de-
sign procedure emploved and the results obtained are pre-
sented as but one solution to a specific problem, and not
necessarily the best. All characteristics have not been
optimized, but this is frequently not necessary. In most
practical engineering efforts, both time and component cost
must be taken Into consideration and weighed against tae ad-
vantages of an improved final product obtained at the ex-
pense of more time and money. This Is apnlicable in this
instance, which was undertaken as a part of a commercial
venture in a highly competitive field. It might be empha-
sized however*, that the fact that the circuit may not be the
optimum from a purely technical point of view does not Imply
that the design specifications are not met. This is not the
case. Design sneci Mictions are usually written such as to
insure sone minimum standard of performance by the apparatus
under consideration. Violation of the specifications then
usually results in the degradation of the performance to an
unacceptable extent.
2. Design Specifications.
The power required of the oscilla tor v.as nine milliwatts
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into a load which was resistive and equivalent to 1000 ohms.
This level was to vary not more than plus or minus three db
over the temperature range 0° to 50° centigrade with 90#
humidity. Initial! v, the specifications required operation
from a 48-volt, unregulated, power supply with the "normal"
voltage lying between 46 and 52 volts and the voltage for
"emergency" operation extending from 42 to 54 volts. Later
in the program, the nominal voltage was changed to 130 volts
with the "normal" range from 125 to 136 volts and "emerg-
ency" 110 to 138 volts. The three db variation in level
was not to be exceeded over the "normal" range but some de-
gradation was permissible in the "emergency" region which
extended beyond "normal".
In addition, it was specified that the Texas Instrument
Corn. T"pe 200 transistor be used. This is an NPN, prown-
Junction transistor and its characteristics are shown in
Appendix III. This choice followed from the decision that
the junction transistor was superior to the point-contact
for this application and from cost considerations, includ-
ing contractual arrangements, wiich gave the TI-200 a relat-
ively large cost advantage.
The frequency was specified as 52.000 kilocycles, plus
or minus one cycle under the temperature and voltage con-
ditions listed above. The oscillator was to be crystal con-





,e second order wa sld-
ered detrimental since other h-imo^c 11 well bevond t
cut-off frequency of the filters In the m. [Tie second
harmonic was to be an low as possible, not to exceed 20 db
below the fundamental, to avoid increasing filter require
merit s and costs.
3. Circuit Selection.
The choice of a specific circuit was influence by cer-
tain considerations in addition to the specifications.
Quantity production of the system was anticipated. If this
is to be reasonably economical, standard components with
standard tolerances are desireable. In addition, replace-
ment of various components in the circuit due to failure
should not be a critical operation. -Miese considerations
led to the choice of a circuit which worOd permit the crystal
to operate in its series mode rather than between the series
and parallel modes as is frequently the case. This series-
mode operation tends to make the frequency much more inde-
pendent of the remainder of the circuit.
The choice of configuration between common -bnse and com-
mon-emitter was made by designing both and determining exper-
imentally which of the two offered the greater frequency and
output level stability.
These two circuits are shown in Figures 25 and 26. Freq-
uency stability was i'ound to be equally /rood in the two cir-







































re stable with I seen
from Figure 27 and 29. rhe collector current variations,
which will be discussed later In trie chapter, ore shown in
Figures 28 and 30. These test were made for three differ-
ent TI-200 transistors to obtain some idea of the output
level variation that might be expected in both circuits
with different transistors. At the same time, the data
displayed in Figures 31 and 32 were collected to indicate
performance of the common-emitter- circuit with different
transistors under power supply voltage variations and tem-
perature changes. The results of these tests indicate the
feasibility of this circuit for the purpose at hand.
Before settling upon the final circuit configuration,
one other cost-reducing possibility was investigated. This
was the possibility of combining transformers Ti and Tg in
the circuit of Figure 26 and using a single transformer.
This results in the circuit of Figure 33. Except for rela-
tively ninor variations, this circuit was adopted as final.
These minor variations were required to improve tne output
level stability and to reduce the second harmonic content
in the output and will be discussed fully later in the chap-
ter. Component values have not been given thus far since
we are interested here only in arriving at the appropriate
circuit. These values will come to light in their logical
sequence in the design procedure.
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Since 52 kilocycles is in the vicinit the b cut-
off frequency for a large number of individual translate
it is to be expected that the current gain f tnese units
will be down three db from trie low- frequency value. The
power -nin is down at this frequency to approximately one
half the low-frequency gain. The low-frequency output
characteristics supplied by the manufacturer and shown in
Apnendix III lose much of their accuracy under these co
di tions
.
Since the maximum powe~ output that may be obtained
at the collector without exceeding the recommended maximum
collector voltage of 30 volts or collector current of five
milliamperes is IP. 75 milliwatts, it was decided to design
for this maximum which is about twice the required load
power .
Some of trie "excess" power will be required for feed-
back and some dissipated in the transformer and tuned cir-
cuit.
With this decided, the operating point was chosen with
the collector volta-e at 15 volts and the collector current
at 2.5 milliamperes. A load line representing 6000 ohms
drawn through this operating point intersects the output
characteristic axes at 30 volts and 5 milliamperes. This
will permit a current swinr of 2.5 milliamperes peak, or
about 1.77 ma. rms. For the transistor with an alpha of
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0.90, b will be equal to nine at low frequencies. Near the
cut-off frequency this is reduced by three db to 6.36.
This represents the lowest b expected to be encountered and
therefor will be used, following the reasoiiir.g that if suf-
ficient feedback is provided for the lowest value of b,
greater values will function satisfactorily.
Since the collector current is b times the base current
it is necessary then to feed back a current equal to i_/b
c
to the base circuit. For the case at hand this will be
1.77/6.36 or 0.278 ma. rms. These values fix the impedance
ratios of the transformer T^. A 6000-ohm load is desired
between the collector and the center-tap of the transformer.
A standard transformer was available with an impedance ratio
of 16,000 ohms to 600 ohms at this frequency. This provides
a 6.67 K-ohm to one K-ohm impedance ratio between the upper
half of the primary and the secondary and a 6 67 to 6.67
impedance ratio between the two halves of the primary.
With this transformer and an a-c. collector current of
1.77 ma., a simple calculation shows that the resistance of
the feedback path should be 35.5 K-ohms to provide 0.28 ma.
feedback current. This resistance and the load resistance
of one K-ohm appear across the upper half of the transformer
primary as 35.5 K-ohms in parallel with 6.67 K-ohms. This
gives an equivalent resistance of 5.62 K-ohms which is re-
latively close to the desired six K-ohms load desired. A
closer match would entail the design of a special trans-
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former, which is undesiresblo
.
The resistance of the feedback path is a reasonable
value since the resistance of the crystal may be expected
to be between 20 and 30 K-ohms. The capacitor is large and
effectively a 3hort circuit at this frequency. The resis-
tor R^ was made variable over a ran ^e of zero to 50 K-ohms
to avoid excessive feedback when transistors with a current
gain greater than nine were employed or when the b cut-off
frequency was sufficiently hi^h as to avoid the three db
decrease in b. Since no variables were permitted in this
circuit for the final configuration, R^ must be selected in
the production phase after tne specific crystal and tran-
sistor have been placed in the circuit.
With 0.28 ma. feedback current, 1.77 - 0.28 or 1.49 ma.
will be transformed to the secondary by the square-root of
the impedance ratio. Thus, there appears in the secondary
V6.67 x 1.49 or 3. 58 ma. If this we-e all flowing through
the load, 14.8 milliwatts would be delivered. However, cir-
cuit losses will account for sone of this as was pointed out
earlier.
The capacitor C^ was chosen to tune the primary of the
transformer to resonance. This was done experimentally and
the value was found to be 300 mi cromicro farads. The reason
for placing the capacitor in the secondary ratner than the
primary was the large value of inductance of the primary.
This reduced the value of capacitance required for resonance
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to the point where the strny ca- .*)ci tances of the transformer
and the remainder of the circuit were a significant part of
the tuning capacitance. In placing it in the secondary the
valiie of C^ was increased by the impedance ratio.
The resistors Rq_, R2 and R3 provide the biasing network
and set the operating point. The capacitor Cg is simply a
by-pass capacitor and 0.1 microfarad was sufficiently large.
The biasing network was computed following the method
of Shea /~Z~~7 utilizing a stabilizing factor of two and a
power sup-ly voltage of ISO volts. An average alpha was





Ne are s t RMA
Value
Rl 42.75 K-ohms 43.0 K-ohms
*2 1.113 Megohms 1.10 Megohms
R* 52.0 K-ohms 51.0 K-ohms
The RMA values were used in the circuit and deposited-
carbon, high-stability, one-percent resistors specified.
5. Circuit Evaluation.
At this juncture, several transistors were placed in
the circuit, one at a time, and their operation observed.
As may be seen in Figure 34, 50.& of them operated satis-
factorily. All of those which failed to oscillate at all
had a b cut-off frequency below 52 kilocycles per second
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Lch would reduce their current £ Bin by more than trie three
db considered in the design.
Sufficient statistical data was not available to deter-
mine where the mean alpha of a large number of units would
foil and thereby permit the specifying of a critical b cut-
off frequency below which transistors would be rejected.
It was decided to specify an alpha cut-off frequency of 900
kilocvcles with alpha ranging from 0.90 to 0.95 pending the
availability of further data.
Next, measurement of harmonic content was undertaken.
The feedback resls tor, R4, was adjusted so that nine milli-
watts of power were delivered to the load for ench tran-
sistor. The results below indicate the level of the second
harmonic with reference to the fundamental, in db.
'.
Transistor # 233 235 243 245 247 228
Harmonic Level -15 -15 -15 -14 -14 -13
This level is unsatisfactory. To improve this situation,
it was decided to reduce the L/C ratio of the tuned circuit
in the output, thus securing better filtering at the expense
of output level. This resulted in the circuit arrangement
shown in Figure 35. The harmonic content is reduced with
decreasing values of Ln • However', the output level becomes
unsatisfactory as L_ is decreased much below 1.0 millihenry.
A val^e of 1.1 mh. wan chosen and tuned with C]_ having a















The harmonic measurements were again made with the
feedback resistor adjusted for each transistor as in the
previous test. Obvious improvement is noted.
Transistor # 233 235 243 245 247 228
Harmonic Level -25.5 -25.0 -30.8 -20.5 -13.6 -27.3
Unit #247 was unable to produce a satisfactory level
with this circuit but the improvement in harmonic content
obtained obviated more stringent filter requirements and
the additional cost of selection of transistors appears
justified. This transistor is shown in Figure 34 as not
providing sufficient output. It had an alpha of 0.943 and
and alpha cut-off frequency of 1.4 mcs. Prom Figure 34, it
should function properly and since it did not, it was assum-
ed to have some other shortcoming.
With the harmonics now at a satisfactory level, tests
were made to determine the performance of this circuit un-
der conditions of varying temperature and supply voltage.
The data obtained' from these test3 are tabulated in Table I,
Zero db is arbitrarily taken as the level with 130 volts
and 25° centigrade.
The results are generally unsatisfactory, with but a
single transistor, #243, approaching the specifications.
The reason for this is not obvious after the results de-
picted in Figures 31 and 32. It will be remembered, how-
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source of 48 volts and the present circuit for a supply
voltace of 130. While the values of the components were
not listed for the first circuit, R^, the resis tor between
the base and ground had a value of about 50 K-ohms . The
circuit of Figure 35 has Rg equal to 1.1 megohms. Remember-
ing that the base current flowing through this resistor is
the difference between the collector and emitter currents,
it is seen that any variable which changes the collector
current in a way different from the manner in which tiie
emitter current varies will cause a change in the base cur-
rent. Both temperature and voltage variations result in
base current changes. Through the larger resistor, these
variations, though small, become of greater significance.
With this in mind, a second method of bias stabilization
was employed. Here, the method of Sherr and Kwap £^-'?>_J
was extended and appears as Appendix IV. The resulting cir-
cuit is shown in Figure 36. An additional resistor and cap-
acitor are added to the circuit. The details of the calcu-




Ri 42.5 K-ohms 43.0 K-ohms
«2 131.5 K-ohms 130.0 K-ohms
R3 48.1 K-ohms 47.0 K-ohms







Capacitors C2 and C3 are both b.-pass capacitors and
have a valuo of 0.1 microfarad.
This metiiod has the advantage of not only reducing
greatly the value of R-, but of adding R3. Variations in
the collector current which result in the voltage d rop ac-
ross R^ being changed now will also produce a drop across
Rj which is compensatory.
The temperature and voltage variation tests were made
a'T ain under the same conditions as before. Table II shows
the results. A comparison of Tables I and II indicates the
superiority of this second stabilizing method.
In the configuration of Figure 36, the circuit was ac-
cepted for the construction of the prototype models.
While the variation between 25° and 50° centigrade is
greater than the three db variation in some instances, it
should be recalled that 25° was arbitrarily taken as the
reference and a temperature of 35° is much more likely to
be the mean temperature and this brings the performance into
agreement with the specifications for temperature increases.
The necessary equipment was not available at the time to
make measurements down to 0° centigrade but no difficulty is
to be anticipated at this end. Humidity tests were not per-
formed since results of these tests also reflect the ade-
quacy of the packaging of the circuit and are made after the
prototypes are available.
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out the evaluation phase and no indication of frequency
shift was observed under any of the conditions. Frequency
measurements were made with a frequently calibrated Eput
meter, a direct-reading events-counting instrument, wnich
was accurate to within one half cycle.
6. Discussion.
The design technique employed involved both the theoret-
ical and experimental approaches. As a first approximation,
the theoretical method gives reasonably good results. How-
ever, certain aspects of the design require the use of ex-
perimental techniques. This should not be too surprising
since this is generally the case even in vacuum-tube circuits,
The degree to which the analytical approach is valid may seem
somewhat surprising in the light of the wide range of charac-
teristics of the transistors employed. The situation is en-
tirely analogous to requiring a vacuum-tube circuit to per-
form satisfactorily under widely varying conditions with
tubes of several different types placed in the circuit.
While this circuit is of limited interest in itself, it
is felt that the -eneral design technique illustrated may
be applied to meet other requirements. Further, this ex-
ample points up some of the problems encountered in design-
ing a circuit for quantity production and gives one solution
to them.
This approach was applied to a 68-kc and a 32-kc crystal





1. The Present State of the Art,
It is felt that the information presented in Chapter
V justifies the conclusion that, even with present-day tran-
sistors, it is possible to design transistor circuits for
quantity production. Admittedly, a considerable part of
the design work is accomplished at the work bench rather
than on the drawing board. Much of this is required be-
cause of the disparity among individual transistors of a
specific type. In addition, the inherent inability of ger-
manium transistors to function properly above 70 to 80 de-
crees centigrade limits the usefulness of this type unit.
While silicon transistors may be made to operate satisfac-
torily up to around 150 decrees centigrade, their current
hi.^h cost makes their use prohibitively expensive for many
applications
.
Junction transistors, with their relatively high junc-
tion capacitances are limited in frequency range to appli- *
cations lying in and below the medium- frequency band. Point-
contact transistors have been successfully employed in the
high-frequency band.
At present, the noise figure of the transistor and the





Many of these shortcomings are in the process of being
eliminated at the present tine. The technology of fabri-
cation is rapidly closing the tolerances of a given type of
transistor. Also, the manufacturing processes are reducing
the cost of silicon transistors. Eventually, it is to be
expected that this type should cost no more than the ger-
manium variety since silicon occurs infinitely more abund-
ently in nature than does rermanium.
With the basic transistor sufficiently well developed,
attention is now being focused upon its refinement. Units
with rood noise fip-nres and low junction capacitances have
been made in experimental lots and much improvement may be
expected alorg these lines. Also units rated at up to 40
watts have been produced, raising the power level possible
from the transistor by several orders of magnitude. It is
not to be expected that units comparable to large trans-
mitting tubes will be developed, however.
The discussion thus far has considered only the point-
contact and the junction transistors of the "triode" type.
Other types have been developed beyond the experimental
stage. Some of these, such as the PNPN, the PNIP, the
double-base tetrode and the field-effect transistor, show
much promise toward expanding the field of application of
the device.
The transistor may be expected to replace the vacuum
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tube in many of its applications. However, the conclusion
should not be drawn that the tube is in danger of becoming
obsolete. The role of the transistor will be to complement
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Germanium Hermetically Sealed Junction Transistor
Electrical Data ;
Ratings, Recommended Maximum:
Collector Voltage • ..,30 volts
Collector Current 5 ma.
Collector Dissipation (25°C) 50 mw.
Ambient Temperature 50° C.
Average Characteristics (25°C):
Collector Voltoge 5 volts
Emitter Current -1 ma.
Collector Resistance (minimum). . . • 0.4 megohms
Base Resistance 150 ohms
Emitter Resistance 22 ohms
Current Amplification Factor (Emitter
Grounded) (minimum) 9
Collector Cut-off Current (maximum) o 10 ua.
Collector Capacitance • 15 uuf.
Noise1 (V
c
=2.5 v.. I c=-0.5 ma.) . . . 26 db.
Frequency Cut-off1 900 kcs.






























1. Noise and frequency cut-off are average und
individual units may vary.
2. At teat frequency of one kilocycle per sec-
ond and V c z 5 volts, I e « -1.0 ma.























STABILIZATION AGAINST TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS
The circuit of Figure IV-1 (a) represents the d-c. cir-
cuit of Figure 36, Chapter V. The resistor RL represents
the d-c. resistance of the upper half of the primary winding
of the transformer.
In Figure IV-1 (b), point is the mean temperature
biasing point. In this Instance, point Q was established at
2.5 ma. collector current and 15 volts collector potential.
The dashed line represents the d-c. load line. The d-c.
load here is the 60 ohms resistance of the transformer wind-
ing mentioned above. Drawn more accurately for this specific
case, this line would be essentially vertical. The solid
lines indicate the a-c. load line. The a-c. load line is
about 6000 ohms.
Any change in I , the d-c. collector current, will re-
suit in point shifting to ' . An increase in the collec-
tor saturation current, I co> as a result of increasing tem-
perature produces exactly this kind of variation and to stab-
ilize the output level, this shift must be confined within
acceptable limits.
Since this is an oscillator circuit and the amplitude
is limited essentially by the nonlinearities occurring at
the points whe '•e the a-c. load line interaects the axes of


























upward will permit the a-c. collector current, l c , to vary
in amplitude by an amount equal to AL. For the case withc
the d-c. load line nearly vertical, A Vc is essentially zero.
The first step in arriving at values for resistors R^,
Rr>, R3 and R^ is to determine the maximum perm'ssible Al
c
«
It was decided to restrict variations in i c to 0.5 db
if possible. Then
0.5 - 20 l0& ±l±fls
Prom which AI C = O.Q.L5 ""d-
Next it is necessary to determine the variation in the
saturation current, Al co , this Al c will allow. To accom-
plish this, the junction temperature is required, and to de-
termine the junction temperature, the maximum power dissi-
pation must be known.
£„ = ric* Ai<yvc-Av<)
with Av c being considered negligible.
A linear extrapolation from Figure IV-2 indicates a rise
of junction temperature of 8.3° centigrade for this dissi-
pation. For an ambient temperature of 60 C, a junction
temperature of 68.3° will exist.
For these computations, the average transistor was as-
sumed to have an alpha of 0.935 and a collector saturation





































Variations in saturation current with temperature are
specified in Figure IV-3 to a close approximation for junc-
tion transistors such as that being used. For a junction
temperature of 68,3°, the saturation current is seen to be
15.2 times the saturation current at 25°. Or,




s * u * - 3 /
Next,
-p - (P-D Vcc _ - 2. 1 * I3Q
x dC(I
c
-piCo ) 0.935(2.$-- O.Zts-)/*-3
£a = /3/.f K-o^ms,
As shown in Figure IV-1 (a), the' current through R2 ,
Next, the equation
may be written. This equation contains two unknowns, R3 and
R4, and may be solved by arbitrarily assigning a value to
one of them. Resistor R4 is taken as 4.7 K-ohras 6
The d-c. emitter current
U ^ •% = M = a-* 7'*-*-
Then,



























-3 w >.- . ,.3
J? =
(130-/5.'?)
-(aL15*io> *4.1 xio )
a. lis x /cr 3
^3 s ^8.1 K-oA^s.
Last,
re 1 -»* —
where the d-c. base current 1^ is defined very closely by
I* = IeO-eC)
and in this case,
P 2r ^2.^75 */o x ^.7 x to3
' (O.I15 4- 0.175) *iO~ l
R, a? 43. * K- ohms.
With the values of the resistors determined, the near-
est RMA values were next selected and one-percent, deposited-
carbon, high-stability resistors specified. These values are
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